Reflections on Mongolia
We hope that everyone is getting ready for a cozy winter break as we finally prepare to
enter a New Year!
This past week, the temperature has been dipping to nearly 30 below in Mongolia.
As the big fish quietly wait for the thick ice to clear, we thought it might be a good time for
a bit of reflection.
So we wanted to share a few things that we are so very grateful for as we close out this crazy
year!
Our Amazing Team:
We are particularly proud of our team. From our guides and camp staff, to the drivers,
herders, and ger families, to the management staff in UB and abroad; all of these amazing
people work diligently to provide an incredible experience for each of our guests. They are
the most important part of the MRO/FM family.

Our Wonderful Friends:
The wonderful guests that we get to know each year are what really make our trips special.
You come from all over the world, united in a passion for beautiful places, unique culture,
and in pursuit (and conservation) of a truly remarkable fish: the taimen.
This year, in particular, we missed your smiling faces. And we really appreciate all of the
great understanding by our guests scheduled to fish with us this past year, for your
patience and adaptability. We'll look forward to seeing you soon!

Our Conservation Partners:
The impetus for everything we do in Mongolia is to protect taimen and their
habitat. While our most significant conservation partners are our guests, we are fortunate
to have invaluable support from a handful of NGOs, including: the Wild Salmon Center,

BioRegions International, The Nature Conservancy-Mongolia, World Wildlife Fund, and
the Government of Mongolia.
Every one of our guests is a conservation partner, and these amazing people recently came
together to donate over US$6,500 toward taimen conservation in Mongolia. These funds
will help support our taimen protection and research program in Mongolia with the Wild
Salmon Center.
THANK YOU!
If you’re interested in supporting these efforts, it’s not too late toDONATE HERE.

Everything About Mongolia:
Anyone who has spent time in Mongolia quickly realizes what a truly special place it
is. The people, the culture, the natural beauty of the landscape, and of course the unique
fish that call its rivers home...all combine to form a experience that transcends a mere
fishing expedition.
We hope you all stay safe and well during this holiday season, and look forward to seeing
you on the water very soon!
For questions, inquiries, or just to say hello, please contact:
Michael Caranci
michael@mongoliarivers.com
+1.530.604.2160
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